
Lecture 19 - Nov 16

Inheritance

Type Casting: Upward vs. Downward
Danger of Casts: ClassCastException



Announcements
- Lab4 released



Recap: Static Types vs. Dynamic Types

C1 v1 = new C3(…);
C2 v2 = new C4(…);
v1.m();
v2.m();
v1 = v2;
v1.m();
v2.m();

Exercises on Eclipse:
+ SMS (variable assignments)
+ Smart Phones (hierarchy + variable assignments)
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Polymorphism and Dynamic Binding
Polymorphism: 
An object’s static type may allow multiple possible dynamic types.
⇒ Each dynamic type has its version of method.

Dynamic Binding:
An object’s dynamic type determines the version of method being invoked.

Student jim = new ResidentStudent(...);
jim.getTuition();
jim = new NonResidentStudent(...);
jim.getTuition();

SmartPhone sp1 = new IPhone13Pro(...);
SmartPhone sp2 = new GalaxyS21(...);
sp1.surfWeb();
sp1 = sp2;
sp1.surfWeb();

variable assignments version of methods invoked.
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Anatomy of a Type Cast
Student jim = new ResidentStudent(“Jim”);
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Type Cast: Named vs. Anonymous

Exercise
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Compilable Casts: Upwards vs. Downwards

Android myPhone = new GalaxyS21Plus();

SmartPhone sp = (SmartPhone) myPhone;

GalaxyS21Plus ga = (GalaxyS21Plus) myPhone;

dial
surfWeb

facetime
quickTake
zoomage

skype
sideSync

sp myPhone ga
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Compilable Type Cast May Fail at Runtime (1)
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Compilable Type Cast May Fail at Runtime (2)
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